PVC STRIP CURTAINS

PVC STRIP CURTAINS: AGRICULTURAL
Our agricultural PVC strip curtain kits are
manufactured to order to suit the varying
requirements of the agricultural & farming sector.
We manufacture strip curtains to order quickly and
specialise in manufacturing, heavy duty, long lasting
PVC curtains that are designed to withstand the
demands of agricultural use.
Whether you are looking to cover poultry sheds with
blackout curtains, dairy sheds, animal barns or
stables with weather protectors, separate and
contain areas within your abattoirs or to cover
storage facilities with PVC screens, we can advise on
the correct PVC strip curtain for every application.

PVC STRIP CURTAIN OPTIONS
Our agricultural PVC strip curtains are
manufactured to order to suit the unique
requirements of each application within the
environment.

SUSPENSION OPTIONS
Our PVC curtain kits include either the
premium range plastic bullet rails, sliding
track systems or stainless steel hook type
suspension rails to complete the kit. The
suspension systems offer ease of install and
ensure safety for high and low traffic
environments.

HOW TO ORDER?
As a starting point we need to know your
exact requirements before quotation:
Opening width – so we can create the
correct overlap and supply the right
number of PVC strips;
Opening height - so we can cut the PVC
strips to an appropriate length;
Grade of PVC required – are there any
colour or specific requirements?
What type of application are we
manufacturing the PVC strip curtain for?
For example, Poultry black-out sheds,
storage area covers, barn openings;

BENEFITS
Self-closing – you don’t have to
repeatedly open/close heavy doorways
for pedestrian or vehicle access;
Extremely economical;
Available in a large range of colours
and grades to ensure we can
recommend the correct product for
your application;
High UV resistance;
Durable – able to withstand the
external elements and farm usage;
Individual replacement PVC strips
available if damaged or dirtied

